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Ketamine blocks bursting in the lateral
habenula to rapidly relieve depression
Yan Yang1,2*, Yihui Cui1,2*, Kangning Sang1,2*, Yiyan Dong1*, Zheyi Ni1, Shuangshuang Ma1 & Hailan Hu1,2

The N-methyl-d-aspartate receptor (NMDAR) antagonist ketamine has attracted enormous interest in mental health
research owing to its rapid antidepressant actions, but its mechanism of action has remained elusive. Here we show that
blockade of NMDAR-dependent bursting activity in the ‘anti-reward center’, the lateral habenula (LHb), mediates the
rapid antidepressant actions of ketamine in rat and mouse models of depression. LHb neurons show a significant increase
in burst activity and theta-band synchronization in depressive-like animals, which is reversed by ketamine. Burstevoking photostimulation of LHb drives behavioural despair and anhedonia. Pharmacology and modelling experiments
reveal that LHb bursting requires both NMDARs and low-voltage-sensitive T-type calcium channels (T-VSCCs).
Furthermore, local blockade of NMDAR or T-VSCCs in the LHb is sufficient to induce rapid antidepressant effects. Our
results suggest a simple model whereby ketamine quickly elevates mood by blocking NMDAR-dependent bursting activity
of LHb neurons to disinhibit downstream monoaminergic reward centres, and provide a framework for developing new
rapid-acting antidepressants.
The discovery of the rapid antidepressant effects of the NMDAR
antagonist ketamine is arguably the most important advance in the
field of psychiatry in the past half century1. A single administration
of ketamine elicits fast (in as little as half an hour) and sustained
antidepressant effects both in humans1,2 and in animal models of
depression3–6. It also has a fast metabolic turnover rate, with a half-life
of three hours7. This rapid ‘hit-and-go’ temporal profile suggests that
ketamine is likely to act on a system that has ongoing activity with
open NMDAR channels8.
The LHb has recently been implicated in the coding of negative
emotion9–13 and the pathophysiology of major depression14–18. The
LHb hosts primarily glutamatergic neurons19, but it inhibits the brain’s
reward centres (including the dopaminergic ventral tegmental area
(VTA) and the serotonergic dorsal raphe nucleus (DRN), hypoactivity
of which has been implicated in depression20,21) either through a relay at
the γ-aminobutyric acid (GABA)ergic rostromedial tegmental nucleus
(RMTg) or via local interneurons within the VTA and DRN9,12,22–24.
Although there is accumulating evidence that aberrant overactivity in
the LHb is crucial to depression14–18, it remains unknown how the spike
patterns of LHb neurons are altered during depression and what role
this may play in the aetiology of depression and the fast antidepressant
effects of ketamine.

Blockade of LHb NMDARs is antidepressant

We found that congenitally learned helpless (cLH) rats15–17, which
model several aspects of depression, showed an antidepressant response
to systemic injection of ketamine (25 mg kg−1) in the forced swim test
(FST, Extended Data Fig. 1a). To assess whether ketamine exerts its
antidepressant effects through the LHb, we performed bilateral infusion
of ketamine into the LHb through dual-guide cannulae (Fig. 1a). Local
infusion of ketamine (25 μg, 1 μl each side, Fig. 1b) into the LHb of cLH
rats was sufficient to quickly rescue the depression-like behaviours,
including behavioural despair (as measured by immobile time in the
FST; Fig. 1c) and anhedonia (as measured by the sucrose preference test
(SPT); Fig. 1d), one hour after infusion. These antidepressant effects

were dosage-dependent (Fig. 1c, d). Liquid chromatography–tandem
mass spectrometry (LC–MS/MS, Extended Data Fig. 1e–g) revealed
that infusion of 25 μg ketamine through cannulae into the LHb resulted
in a local ketamine concentration of 5.2 ±  1.3 μM, in a similar range
to that caused by intraperitoneal injection of 25 mg kg−1 ketamine
(11.0 ±  1.7 μM, Fig. 1e).
Local bilateral infusion of the specific NMDAR antagonist 2-amino5-phosphonopentanoic acid (AP5; 40 nmol, Fig. 1f) into the LHb
effectively reduced the immobile time in the FST (Fig. 1g) and
increased the sucrose preference in the SPT (Fig. 1h), similar
to the effects of ketamine. Neither ketamine nor AP5 infusion
changed general locomotion, as measured by the open field test
(OFT; Extended Data Fig. 1b, c). Notably, infusion of the AMPAR
(α-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazole propionic acid receptor)
antagonist NBQX (1,2,3,4-tetrahydro-6-nitro-2,3-dioxo-benzo[f]
quinoxaline-7-sulfonamide; 1 nmol or 5 nmol, Fig. 1i) into the LHb
did not cause significant antidepressant effects (Fig. 1j).

Increased LHb burst firing in depression

To investigate the activity patterns of LHb neurons, we performed
whole-cell patch-clamp on neurons in LHb coronal slices and recorded
spontaneous neuronal activity under current clamp at resting conditions
(I = 0 pA). As previously shown25,26, LHb neurons were intrinsically
active and fell into three categories: silent, tonic-firing and burst-firing
(Fig. 2a–c). Tetrodotoxin (TTX; 1 μM) abolished action potentials but
left a plateau potential in the bursting neurons (Fig. 2c), indicating that
the ionic component of this plateau potential is not sodium, but might be
calcium25. The three classes of neurons were distributed among different
sub-nuclei of the LHb with no clear regional enrichment (Fig. 2f). The
resting membrane potentials (RMPs) of LHb neurons were on average
more depolarized than those in the hippocampus or cortex26 (Fig. 2d, e).
Notably, bursting neurons had significantly more hyperpolarized RMPs
than silent or tonic-firing neurons (Fig. 2d, e). Moreover, the frequencies of the intra-burst spikes, but not of the inter-burst spikes, correlated
with the degree of hyperpolarization (Extended Data Fig. 2c, d).
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Figure 1 | Local blockade of NMDARs in LHb is sufficient to elicit rapid
antidepressant effects. a, Illustration of bilateral implantation of cannulae
in the LHb of cLH rats. CTX, cortex; HPC, hippocampus. Bottom: white
dashed lines indicate location of habenula. b–d, Rapid antidepressant
effects of local bilateral infusion of ketamine into the LHb (b, 25, 2.5 or
0.25 μg, 1 μl each side) in the FST (c) and the SPT (d). e, Concentration
of ketamine in habenula (Hab) or ventral hippocampus (vHip) 1 h after
intraperitoneal (i.p.) injection or intra-LHb infusion of ketamine, as
measured by LC–MS/MS. f–j, Acute effects of local bilateral infusion of
AP5 (40 nmol, 1 μl each side, f–h) or NBQX (1 or 5 nmol, 1 μl each side,
i, j) into the LHb on the FST (g, j) and SPT (h). Infusion sites of drugs
verified by CTB (cholera toxin subunit B) (b, f, i). Data are mean ±  s.e.m.
*P <  0.05, **P < 0.01, NS, not significant. See Supplementary Table 1 for
statistical analysis and n numbers.

Although basic membrane properties, such as input resistance, and
I–V relationships, and the average duration of bursts were indistinguishable between neurons from cLH and wild-type rats (Extended
Data Fig. 2), the percentage of bursting neurons increased significantly
from 7% in wild-type controls to 23% in cLH rats (P = 0.003, Fig. 2g).
The percentage of spikes in the bursting mode also increased from 7%
in control to 43% in cLH rats (Fig. 2h). The inter-spike intervals (ISIs)
of LHb neurons in cLH rats exhibited a clear bimodal distribution with
an extra sharp and condensed cluster of high frequency events centred
around 14 ms (corresponding to about 71 Hz), indicating a significant
weight increase of burst firings (Fig. 2i).
To test whether enhanced bursting is universal in depression-like
states, we used a second animal model of depression, mice with chronic
restraint stress (CRS) (Extended Data Fig. 3). Patch-clamp recording of
LHb neurons from these mice revealed similar phenomena: namely, a
marked increase in both the percentage of bursting cells and the percentage of spikes in bursting mode (Extended Data Fig. 3g–i), and
an extra peak at 20 ms in the ISI distribution (Extended Data Fig. 3j).
Notably, acute systemic injection of ketamine at antidepressant dosages
reduced bursting back to control levels in both cLH rats (Fig. 2g, h) and
CRS mice (Extended Data Fig. 3h, i).
To test whether bursting also occurs in vivo in the LHb and whether
it is bidirectionally modulated by depression-like state and ketamine,
we performed in vivo multi-tetrode recording in the LHb of freely
behaving mice (Fig. 2j, Extended Data Fig. 4). LHb neurons from CRS

mice showed a notable increase in bursting activity (Fig. 2k, l) but not
tonic firing (Extended Data Fig. 4f), compared with neurons from naive
control mice. As a consequence, the mean firing rate was also higher
in CRS mice than in control mice (Extended Data Fig. 4f). Injection
of ketamine (10 mg kg−1, intraperitoneal, 1 h before recording) significantly suppressed LHb bursting activity (P <  0.0001, Fig. 2m and
Extended Data Fig. 4i) and overall firing rate (Extended Data Fig. 4h).
The cumulative frequency distributions of ISIs, which clearly differed
between CRS and control mice, were significantly shifted towards the
control level by ketamine (P <  0.0001, Fig. 2n).
Burst firing is known to increase network synchronization27. We
therefore tested whether LHb network synchronization was altered in
the CRS mice. We calculated the spike-triggered averages (STAs) of
local field potentials (LFPs), which revealed oscillatory synchronization
between spikes and LFPs (see Methods). In control mice, the distribution
of the power spectra of STAs was relatively flat (Extended Data Fig. 4j),
indicating a lack of synchronization. In CRS mice, there emerged a
dominant frequency of 7 Hz in the power spectra of STAs (Extended
Data Fig. 4j), indicating that spikes tended to phase-lock with LFPs
in the theta-band range. Consistently, CRS mice showed significantly
higher spike-field coherence (SFC, reflecting the normalized power
spectra of STAs) in the theta band range compared with control mice
(P =  0.022, Fig. 2o). These changes in LHb network synchronization
were reversed to control level 1 h after intraperitoneal injection of
ketamine (10 mg kg−1, Fig. 2o and Extended Data Fig. 4j).

LHb bursts require NMDARs

Given that NMDAR-mediated calcium influx plays a pivotal role in burst
generation in several brain regions28–30, and in light of our finding that
systematic injection of ketamine suppressed bursting activity (Fig. 2),
we tested whether NMDARs are directly required for the bursting
activity in the LHb. NMDAR currents were detected in LHb neurons
(Extended Data Fig. 5a, b). Bath application of ketamine (100 μM)
to LHb brain slices did not change the neuronal RMPs (Extended
Data Fig. 5c) or miniature excitatory postsynaptic potentials (EPSCs;
Extended Data Fig. 5h–j), but completely eliminated spontaneous burst
firing within seconds of application (Fig. 3a). Lowering the concentration of ketamine to 10 μM or 1 μM, close to the effective antidepressant concentration (Fig. 1e), also completely blocked bursting, but with
a longer delay (Fig. 3b, c). Bath application of the specific NMDAR
antagonist AP5 (100 μM) also stopped burst firing (Fig. 3d). Notably,
consistent with the modest behavioural effects of cannular infusion
(Fig. 1j), full blockade of AMPARs with NBQX (10 μM) reduced bursts
only moderately (Fig. 3e). Application of the classical specific serotonin
reuptake inhibitor (SSRI) antidepressant fluoxetine did not affect LHb
bursts at this rapid time scale (Fig. 3f). Furthermore, perfusion of brain
slices with NMDA (20 μM) in artificial cerebrospinal fluid (ACSF) with
no Mg2+ induced strong bursting activity in 10 out of 13 originally
silent LHb neurons (Fig. 3g, h). Again this bursting activity was blocked
by additional bath application of ketamine (Fig. 3h).

LHb bursts depend on RMP and T-VSCCs

Given the correlation between RMPs and firing modes of LHb
neurons26 (Fig. 2d, e), we next tested whether changing RMPs can alter
the pattern of spiking activity in the LHb. By applying a transient ramplike current injection that enabled RMPs to change progressively26
from around −80 to −40 mV (Extended Data Fig. 6a), we found that
in 90% (n = 48) of rat and 93% (n = 26) of mouse LHb neurons, the
hyperpolarization current injection was able to evoke high frequency
bursts of action potentials. The intra-burst frequencies of the rampevoked bursts were positively correlated with the hyperpolarization of
membrane potentials (Extended Data Fig. 6b). The duration of bursts
tended to decrease with increased hyperpolarization (Extended Data
Fig. 6c). Consequently, the number of spikes in each burst, which is
the product of the intra-burst frequency and burst duration, were
normally distributed from −80 mV to −40 mV and peaked at
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Figure 2 | Ketamine suppresses enhanced LHb bursting activity and
theta-band synchronization in animal models of depression.
a–c, Representative traces showing spontaneous activity of silent (a),
tonic-firing (b), and burst-firing (c) LHb neurons recorded with wholecell patch-clamp. Red traces are responses of the same neurons after TTX
treatment. d, e, Scattered plots (d) and cumulative curves (e) denoting the
mean and distribution of RMPs. f–i, Burst firing is significantly increased
in cLH rats, and this increase is reversed by ketamine (i.p., 25 mg kg−1).
f, Recording sites across different subregions of LHb. g, Pie charts
illustrating the per cent abundance of the three types of LHb neurons.
h, Bar graph illustrating the percentage of burst- and tonic-type spikes in
all spikes recorded. i, Histogram of ISI distribution. j, Recording sites of
each tetrode track in the LHbs of CRS and control mice. k, Example traces

(left) and averaged spike waveform (right) of recorded neurons from the
LHbs of control (top) and CRS mice (middle) and the same CRS unit after
ketamine injection (bottom). Bursts (grey shades) are identified by the
ISI method (see Methods). l, m, Per cent of spikes in bursting mode and
number of bursts per minute of neurons recorded from control mice, CRS
mice (l), and the same unit in CRS mice 1 h before and after ketamine
injection (m). n, Cumulative distribution of ISIs. Dashed lines indicate
the 50th percentile of ISI. o, Spike-field coherence (SFC) of neurons
recorded from control and CRS mice, and from CRS mice after ketamine
injection. Left, SFC of each unit; middle, average SFC; right, per cent SFC
in theta band (4–10 Hz). Data are mean ±  s.e.m. *P <  0.05, **P <  0.01,
***P <  0.001, ****P < 0.0001, NS, not significant. See Supplementary
Table 1 for statistical analysis and n numbers.

about −56 to −60 mV (Extended Data Fig. 6d), close to the average
RMPs observed in spontaneous bursting LHb neurons (Fig. 2d, e).
This voltage-dependent transition of firing mode also occurred in
spontaneously spiking LHb neurons: by delivering a hyperpolarizing
current injection (−10 to −20 pA), 75% (n = 20) of originally
tonic-firing neurons were transformed to burst-firing (Extended Data
Fig. 6e); vice versa, a depolarizing current injection (10–20 pA), transformed 100% (n = 7) of originally bursting neurons to tonic-firing
mode (Extended Data Fig. 6f).
The pacemaker channel T-VSCC, unlike other types of voltagesensitive calcium channel, is inactivated quickly after opening at depolarized membrane potentials, but can be de-inactivated to initiate burst
firing when the membrane potential is hyperpolarized for longer than
100 ms31. We detected T-VSCC currents in both rat and mouse LHb
neurons32 (Extended Data Fig. 7a, b). Bath application of the specific
T-VSCC blocker mibefradil (10 μM) onto the LHb brain slices effectively decreased the bursting probability and reduced the amplitude of
the plateau potentials of spontaneous bursts (Fig. 4a), without signi
ficantly changing RMPs (Extended Data Fig. 5f). ZD7288 (50 μM
 ), an
antagonist of another pacemaker channel (hyperpolarization-activated
cyclic nucleotide-gated (HCN) channel), had a significant but much
smaller effect on bursts than mibefradil (P =  0.018, Fig. 4b).

To understand how NMDARs and T-VSCCs work synergistically
to mediate LHb burst firing, we constructed a minimal biophysical
model that successfully recapitulated the key characteristics of the
LHb bursts, including the voltage dependency and the in silico
knockout effects of T-VSCCs or NMDAR (Extended Data Fig. 8; see
Methods).
Although AMPAR blockade reduced LHb burst probability only
slightly (Fig. 3e), application of AMPA onto LHb neurons or increased
AMPAR current increased the burst frequency in electrophysiology
recording or modelling experiments, respectively (Extended Data
Figs 8h, 9a). Blockade of GABA receptors (GABARs) also increased
burst firing (Extended Data Fig. 9b). Thus, burst generation in the
LHb relies on intrinsic cellular properties and is modulated by network
synaptic inputs.
The above results predict that drugs that block T-VSCCs may also
have rapid antidepressant effects. Indeed, both systematic injection of
the T-VSCC blocker 2-ethyl-2-methylsuccinimide (ethosuximide),
which can cross the blood–brain barrier, in CRS mice and bilateral
infusion of mibefradil (10 nmol) into the LHb of cLH rats caused rapid
antidepressant effects in both the FST and the SPT (Fig. 4c–g), without inducing significant changes in total distance travelled in the OFT
(Extended Data Fig. 1b, d).
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Figure 3 | LHb bursting requires activation of NMDARs. a, d–f, Example
traces (left) and statistics (right, sampled within 3 min before and 1 min
after drug application) showing effects of ketamine (a), AP5 (d), NBQX (e)
and fluoxetine (f) on spontaneous bursts in the LHb of wild-type and cLH
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g, Example trace of an originally silent LHb neuron induced to burst by
NMDA perfusion and returned to silence after ketamine application.
Note that NMDA markedly enhances both EPSPs (green shading) and
burst firing. h, Summary of effects of NMDA perfusion and ketamine on
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LHb bursts drive depression

On the basis of the observation that a hyperpolarization ramp
current could induce burst firing in the LHb (Extended Data Fig. 6a),
we devised a protocol involving a transient (100-ms) hyperpolarization
current injection, which induced NMDAR- and T-VSCC-dependent
rebound bursts in LHb brain slices with 100% success (Extended
Data Fig. 6g–k). We therefore used an inhibitory opsin, eNpHR3.0
(an enhanced variant of halorhodopsin), to drive rebound bursts in
the LHb (Fig. 5a). Yellow light pulses (1 Hz, 100 ms at 589 nm) reliably elicited robust rebound bursts in in vitro slice recordings with a
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To test whether increased burst activity is sufficient to induce depression-like behaviours, we used optogenetic tools to drive bursting
activity in the LHb. We first used a variant of channelrhodopsin 2
(ChR2), oChIEF, which is optimized to follow high-frequency stimu
lation. However, LHb neurons expressing oChIEF could not follow
pulsed 100-Hz light stimulation (Extended Data Fig. 10a). Consistently,
no depression-like behaviours were induced with this protocol
(Extended Data Fig. 10b–d).
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*P <  0.05, **P < 0.01. See Supplementary Table 1 for statistical analysis
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Figure 5 | eNpHR3.0-induced rebound bursting drives behavioural
aversion and depression-like symptoms that are reversible by ketamine.
a, Construct of AAV2/9-eNpHR3.0 (top), example site of viral injection
and optic fibre implantation (middle), and illustration of optetrode
recording (bottom). b, c, Representative traces showing rebound bursts
reliably elicited by pulsed yellow light in LHb brain slices in vitro (b)
and in vivo (c) from mice infected with AAV2/9-eNpHR3.0. Spikes in
bursting and tonic-firing mode are shown in blue and black, respectively.
Percentage of successfully induced bursts is shown at bottom right.
d, Raster plots (top) and post-stimulus time histogram (bottom) of an
example LHb neuron responding to 100-ms yellow light stimulation from

in vivo optetrode recording. e, Distribution of intra-burst frequencies
and intra-burst spike numbers of eNpHR3.0-driven rebound bursts
(left) are comparable to those recorded from CRS mice (right). Means
are represented by black crosses. f, i, RTPA (f) induced by eNpHR3.0driven bursts reversed by ketamine (i.p. injection, 1 h before test, i). Left,
representative heat maps of RTPA; right, quantitative aversion score (see
Methods). g, h, j, k, Depression-like behaviours in the FST (g) and SPT (h)
induced by eNpHR3.0-driven bursts reversed by ketamine (i.p. injection,
1 h before test, j, k). Data are represented as mean ±  s.e.m., **P <  0.01,
***P < 0.001. See Supplementary Table 1 for statistical analysis and n
numbers.

high intra-burst frequency and 90% success rate (Fig. 5b). Optetrode
recording in vivo revealed that the intra-burst frequency and intraburst number of spikes produced by this rebound burst protocol were
comparable to those detected in depressed CRS mice (Fig. 5c–e).
We then tested whether rebound bursts in the LHb could acutely
drive aversion and depression-like symptoms in freely behaving
mice. In the real-time place aversion (RTPA) assay, 1 Hz yellow light
photostimulation significantly reduced the time spent in the lightpaired chamber in mice injected with an adenoviral vector encoding
eNpHR3.0 but not in those injected with a vector encoding eGFP
(P =  0.0064, Fig. 5f), without changing velocity (Extended Data
Fig. 10j). Furthermore, 1 Hz yellow light photostimulation of mice
expressing eNpHR3.0 significantly increased immobility in the FST
(P =  0.0049, Fig. 5g) without altering locomotion in the OFT (Extended
Data Fig. 10k), and decreased sucrose preference (Fig. 5h). A stimulation protocol (5 Hz on AAV-oChIEF injected mice) that yields the
same overall firing rate as the rebound burst protocol (Extended Data
Fig. 10e) did not cause depression-like phenotypes (Extended Data
Fig. 10f–h), indicating that it is the pattern of burst firing rather
than a mere increase in spikes that is important for the induction of
depression-like behaviours. Notably, ketamine reversed both rebound
burst-induced RTPA and depression-like behaviours (Fig. 5i–k).

Discussion

We have provided multiple lines of evidence to support the idea that
a depression-like state depends critically on a bursting mode of firing
in the LHb, and that the rapid antidepressant effects of ketamine are
induced largely by targeting this burst firing. Burst firing can reduce
synaptic transmission failure, enhance the signal-to-noise ratio, facilitate synaptic plasticity or promote neuropeptide release33. Thus,
enhanced bursting in the LHb may provide a stronger output than
tonic firing onto the downstream inhibitory RMTg or onto inhibitory
interneurons within the VTA or DRN, to suppress the activity of dopaminergic, serotinergic or glutamatergic neurons in the reward centres
of the brain. By blocking NMDAR-dependent LHb bursts, ketamine
can then release this inhibition brake onto the reward centres to elicit its
rapid antidepressant effects. Although our data addresses how ketamine
can act so rapidly, the mechanism for the long-term effects of ketamine
remains unclear; it might involve upregulation of brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF)5 or synaptogenesis4.
Given the importance of LHb bursting activity for the depressive
state, it is plausible that entry into this mode should be carefully
controlled. We found no significant changes in T-VSCC currents in
the LHb of animal models of depression (Extended Data Fig. 7c, d).
Instead, the RMPs of LHb neurons in these models were more
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hyperpolarized (by 5–6 mV) than those of control animals (Extended
Data Fig. 7e, f). Considering that hyperpolarization can convert silent
or tonic-firing neurons to bursting mode (Extended Data Fig. 6e),
we hypothesize that a molecular mechanism that lowers the RMPs of
LHb neurons to the level at which T-VSCCs can be de-inactivated may
account for the increase of LHb bursting in depression-like states. In
the accompanying paper34, we show that increased levels of astrocytic
Kir4.1 and potassium buffering may be responsible for the hyperpolarization of RMPs and for the increased bursting of LHb neurons in
depression.
Online Content Methods, along with any additional Extended Data display items and
Source Data, are available in the online version of the paper; references unique to
these sections appear only in the online paper.
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Methods

Animals. Male cLH rats (8–16 weeks of age) and age-matched male Sprague
Dawley rats (SLAC Laboratory Animal Co.) were used. The cLH rats were screened
using the learned helpless test17,35 for breeding as previously described35. Male
adult (8–16 weeks of age) C57BL/6 mice (SLAC) were used for establishing the
chronic restraint stress (CRS) depression model. Rats were group-housed two per
cage and mice were housed four per cage under a 12-h light–dark cycle (light on
from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m.) with free access to food and water ad libitum. All animal
studies and experimental procedures were approved by the Animal Care and Use
Committee of the animal facility at Zhejiang University.
Systemic drug delivery for antidepressant. All drugs were dissolved in 0.9%
saline, and administered intraperitoneally (i.p.). Concentrations were as follows:
ketamine (Gutian Pharma Co.) 25 mg/kg for rats36 and 10 mg/kg for mice6; ethosuximide (2-ethyl-2-methylsuccinimide: a T-VSCC blocker, which can cross the
blood–brain barrier37, Selleck) 200 mg/kg for mice. One hour after drug delivery,
animals were used for behavioural or in vivo electrophysiology studies, or killed
for in vitro electrophysiology studies.
Cannula infusion experiment. A 26-gauge double guide cannulae (centre-to-centre
distance 1.4 mm, Plastics One) was placed at a 2° angle to the coronal plane
(without the 2° rotation, we found it difficult to hit both sides of the LHb) and
inserted bilaterally into the LHb (AP, −3.7 mm from bregma; ML, ± 0.7 mm; DV,
−4.05 mm from the brain surface) of cLH rats. A 33-gauge double dummy cannulae
(Plastic One), secured with a dust cap, was inserted into the guide cannula to
prevent clogging during the recovery period. After rats had recovered for at least
7 days, drugs were microinjected with a 33-gauge double injector cannulae, which
has a 0.6-mm extension beyond the tip of the guide cannula, while cLH rats were
anaesthetized with isoflurane on an anaesthetic machine. The extensions were
manually sharpened before insertion.
Ketamine (25 μg/μl, IC50 =  5.35 μM38), AP5 (40 nmol/μl, IC50 =  30 μM39), NBQX
(1 or 5 nmol/μl, IC50 =  0.15 μM40) or mibefradil (10 mol/μl, IC50 =  2.7 μM41) were
dissolved in 0.9% saline. Before the local drug infusion, tip-sharpened 33-gauge
double injector cannulae were inserted into the guide cannulae to ensure clear
passage and then pulled out. One microlitre of drug was infused (0.1 μl/min) into
each side through another set of tip-sharpened 33-gauge double injector cannulae,
which were connected to the microsyringe. The injector cannulae were left in place
for an additional 10 min to minimize spread of the drug along the injection track.
The FST or SPT was performed 1 h after the injection of ketamine or mibefradil
and 0.5 h after the injection of AP5 or NBQX. To verify the drug infusion sites,
rats were injected with 1 μl CTB-488 to each side of the LHb after all behavioural
tests. For immunostaining, rats were then euthanized 30 min after CTB injection
and processed as described17. Brain slices were counterstained with Hoechst before
mounting on the slides. Fluorescent image acquisition was performed with an
Olympus VS120 virtual microscopy slide scanning system. Only data from rats
with correctly sited injections were used.
LC–MS/MS measurement of ketamine concentration. Male cLH rats were
anaesthetized by isoflurane and subsequently decapitated 1 h after drug administration (i.p. or LHb cannulae infusion). Habenular or ventral hippocampal tissues (about 4 mg) were immediately dissected from the brain with Brain Matrix
(RWD). The tissues were rinsed with PBS and immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at −80 °C until analysis. After samples were thawed, 100 μl solution
(ddH2O: acetonitrile = 9:1, v/v) and steel balls were added to homogenize samples
for 2 min at 60 Hz with a tissue grinder. Ten microlitres of fluvoxamine solution
(0.5 μg/ml) was then added for vortex mixing, followed by the addition of 100 μl
supersaturated sodium carbonate. After vortex mixing for 10 s, the samples were
extracted by liquid–liquid extraction with 800 μl methyl tert-butyl ether under
continuous shaking for 2 min at room temperature. After centrifugation for 10 min
at 13,000 r.p.m. at 4 °C, 640 μl of the upper layer was removed into a centrifugal concentrator (CentriVap, LABCONCO) to spin at 1,725 r.p.m. and 30 °C for
45 min, then vortexed with 40 μl solution (ddH2O: acetonitrile = 1:1, v/v). After
centrifugation for 5 min at 13,000 r.p.m. and 4 °C, the upper layer was injected into
the chromatographic system.
The concentrations of (R,S)-ketamine in habenular and hippocampal
tissue were determined by achiral LC–MS/MS following a previously described
method6,42 with slight modifications. The analysis was accomplished using an
Agilent Extend-C18 column (3.0 mm × 100 mm ID, 1.8 μm; Varian). The mobile
phase consisted of 0.1% methanoic acid buffer (pH 2.67) as component A and
acetonitrile as component B at a flow rate of 0.3 ml/min, temporized at 10 °C
(injection volume: 7 μl). A linear gradient was run as follows: 0–0.2 min, 10% B;
0.2–1.5 min, from 10% B increased to 90% B; 1.5–3.0 min, 90% B; 3.0–3.1 min, from
90% B decreased to 10% B; 3.1–4.0 min, 10% B. Ten microlitres of (R,S)-ketamine
of different concentrations (0.1, 1, 5, 10, 50, 100, 200 ng/ml) was mixed with 90 μl
brain tissue to establish the standard calibration curve. The quantification of
(R,S)-ketamine was accomplished by calculating area ratios using fluvoxamine

(10 μl of 0.5 μg/ml solution loaded) as the internal standard. The MS/MS analysis was performed using a triple quadruple mass spectrometer model AB SCIEX
4000 plus (AB Company). The data were acquired and analysed using MutiQuant
3.0.2. Positive electrospray ionization data were acquired using multiple reaction
monitoring (MRM) using the following transitions for (R,S)-ketamine studies:
238 → 125.
Viral vectors. AAV2/9-CaMKIIa-eNpHR3.0-eYFP (titre: 7.45 ×  1012 vector
genome (v.g.)/ml, dilution: 1:5, 0.1 μl unilateral into LHb, Taitool Bioscience),
AAV2/9-Ubi-eGFP (titre: 2.5 ×  1013 v.g./ml, 1:30, 0.1 μl unilateral into LHb,
University of Massachusetts, Guangping Gao Laboratory), and AAV2/9-hSynoChIEF-tdTomato (titre: 6.29 ×  1012 v.g./ml, 1:5, 0.1 μl unilateral into LHb, Obio
Technology) were aliquoted and stored at −80 °C until use.
Behavioural assays. All behavioural assays were performed on animals 12–16
weeks old. Most behaviours were performed during the light phase except for the
sucrose preference test, which was performed during the dark phase to maximize
the consumption of solution, and the open field test for CRS mice. Behavioural
analysis was performed blinded to experimental conditions.
Chronic restraint stress (CRS). Mice were subjected to chronic-restraint stress
by placement in 50-ml conical tubes with holes for air flow for 2–3 h per day for
14 consecutive days43.
Open field test (OFT). Animals were placed in the centre of an arena
(40 cm × 40 cm × 40.5 cm for mice and 100 cm × 100 cm × 50 cm for rats) in a room
with dim light for 10 min. A video camera positioned directly above the arena was
used to track the movement of each animal (Any-maze, Stoelting). For optogenetic
manipulations, mice were allowed to move freely throughout the arena for 9 min,
with laser stimulation occurring during the middle 3-min epoch.
Forced swim test (FST). Animals were individually placed in a cylinder (12 cm
diameter, 25 cm height for mice; 20 cm diameter, 50 cm height for rats) of water
(23–25 °C) and swam for 6 min under normal light44. Water depth was set to prevent animals from touching the bottom with their tails or hind limbs. Animal
behaviours were videotaped from the side. The immobile time during the last
4-min test was counted offline by an observer blinded to animal treatment.
Immobile time was defined as time when animals remained floating or motionless with only movements necessary for keeping balance in the water. For rats, an
additional pre-test was conducted 24 h before the test, during which rats were individually placed in a cylinder of water with conditions described above for 15 min.
For optogenetic manipulations, laser stimulation was delivered immediately after
mice were placed in the water and lasted for 6 min. In order to minimize the impact
of the optogenetic cable on swimming behaviour, the cable length was adjusted to
allow the cable to just touch the water surface.
Sucrose preference test (SPT). Animals were single housed and habituated with
two bottles of water for 2 days, followed by two bottles of 2% sucrose for 2 days44.
Animals were then water deprived for 24 h and then exposed to one bottle of 2%
sucrose and one bottle of water for 2 h in the dark phase. Bottle positions were
switched after 1 h (for 2 h test). Total consumption of each fluid was measured and
sucrose preference was defined as the average sucrose consumption ratio during
the first and second hours. Sucrose consumption ratio was calculated by dividing the total consumption of sucrose by the total consumption of both water and
sucrose. For optogenetic manipulations, mice were gently placed in a white arena
containing normal bedding and allowed to move freely in the arena. During the
90-min test, light was delivered during 30–60 min. Sucrose preference scores were
measured for every 30 min. Only animals that had a baseline sucrose preference
greater than 30% during the first 30-min session proceeded to the next session.
Otherwise they were tested later on a different day20.
Real-time place aversion (RTPA). Mice were placed in a white open chamber
(52 cm × 26 cm × 23 cm) consisting of two chambers, and allowed to freely move
between chambers for 20 min to assess their baseline place preference45. During the
following 20-min test, we assigned a stimulated side in a counterbalanced manner.
Laser stimulation was delivered as soon as mice entered the stimulated side and
terminated once mice crossed to the non-stimulated side. A video camera positioned above the chamber recorded each trial. Mouse locations and velocity were
tracked and analysed using Any-maze software (Stoelting). Avoidance score was
calculated as (Time in stimulated side – Time in non-stimulated side)test – (Time
in stimulated side – Time in non-stimulated side)baseline.
Optogenetic light delivery and protocols. For mice expressing eNpHR3.046 and
eGFP, a 589-nm yellow light laser was delivered at 1 Hz, 100 ms pulse. Light intensity was calculated to be 16 mW, which was estimated at 3.5 mm from optic patch
cable tip with a ceramic sleeve. For the SPT experiment, laser intensity during
eNpHR3.0 stimulation was adjusted to 10 mW because LHb neurons could not
follow 16 mW stimulation for longer than 10 min (amplitude of bursting spikes
declines to noise level). For mice expressing oChIEF47 and eGFP, a 473-nm blue
light laser was used; light intensity was calculated to be 25 mW. The blue light
delivery paradigm was either 5 ms pulse, 5 pulses per s for the pulsed 100-Hz
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protocol, or 20 Hz, tonic 5-ms pulses for the 20-Hz protocol, or 5 Hz, tonic 5-ms
pulses for the 5-Hz protocol.
LHb brain slice preparation. Animals (postnatal day (P)45–70 rats and P65–75
mice) were anaesthetized with isoflurane and 10% chloral hydrate, and then perfused with 20 ml ice-cold ACSF (oxygenated with 95% O2 +5% CO2) containing
(mM): 125 NaCl, 2.5 KCl, 25 NaHCO3, 1.25 NaH2PO4, 1 MgCl2 and 25 glucose,
with 1 mM pyruvate added. The brain was removed as quickly as possible after
decapitation and put into chilled and oxygenated ACSF. Coronal (for most of
experiments if not specified) or sagittal slices containing the habenula (350 μm
and 300 μm thickness for rats and mice, respectively) were sectioned in cold ACSF
using a Leica2000 vibratome and then transferred to ASCF at 32 °C for incubation
and recovery. ACSF was continuously gassed with 95% O2 and 5% CO2. Slices
were allowed to recover for at least 1 h before recording. For cLH rats, as a very
high percentage (90%) of cLH offspring are learned helpless, we did not perform
a learned helplessness test before taking them for brain slice recording. For CRS
mice, both CRS and wild-type control mice went through an FST before brain slice
recording. We then used the CRS animals that showed high immobility scores
(immobile time >140 s) and control mice that showed low immobility (immobile
time <110 s) in the FST for slice recording.
In vitro electrophysiological recordings. For LHb neuron recordings, currents
were measured under whole-cell patch-clamp using pipettes with a typical resistance of 5–6 MΩfilled with internal solution containing (mM) 105 K-gluconate,
30 KCl, 4 Mg-ATP, 0.3 Na-GTP, 0.3 EGTA, 10 HEPES and 10 Na-phosphocreatine,
with pH set to 7.35. The external ACSF solution contained (in mM) 125 NaCl,
2.5 KCl, 25 NaHCO3, 1.25 NaH2PO4, 1 MgCl2 and 25 glucose. Cells were
visualized with infrared optics on an upright microscope (BX51WI, Olympus).
A MultiClamp 700B amplifier and pCLAMP10 software were used for electro
physiology (Axon Instruments). The series resistance and capacitance were
compensated automatically after a stable Gigaseal was formed. Recordings were
typically performed between 3 and 6 min after break-in. The spontaneous neuronal
activity was recorded under current clamp (I =  0 pA).
LHb neurons show three modes of spontaneous activity at resting conditions.
Silent cells showed no spike activity during recording. Tonic cells spontaneously
generated tonic trains of action potentials at frequencies between 0.1 and 10 Hz,
rarely up to 10–20 Hz. Burst-firing cells spontaneously generated clusters of spikes
with an initially high but progressively declining intra-burst firing frequency in
each burst. For bursting neurons, 99% (from n = 50 bursting neurons) of their
spikes occurred within bursts. The inter-spike intervals (ISI) of neurons represent
the duration of the silent periods between two neighbouring single spikes. A typical
bursting neuron shows a bimodal distribution of ISIs since it is composed of
relatively large inter-burst intervals and small intra-burst intervals. By contrast,
tonic-firing neurons show a more homogenous Poisson distribution of ISIs.
Evoked NMDAR EPSCs were recorded under voltage clamp from −50 mV
to −80 mV in sagittal LHb slices by stimulating the input stria medullaris fibre
in a modified extracellular ACSF solution48 with the AMPAR blocker NBQX,
GABAR blocker picrotoxin and 0 Mg2+ and isolated currents were confirmed to
be NMDAR currents because they could be abolished by AP5 (Extended Data
Fig. 5a, b). Evoked T-type VSCC currents were recorded under voltage clamp
starting from a holding potential of −50 mV before being increased to conditioning
potential (−100 mV) for 1 s preceding the command steps (5 mV, 0.1 Hz per step
increment). LHb T-VSCC currents were obtained by subtraction of recorded traces
in the presence or absence of mibefradil49 (Extended Data Fig. 7a–d).
Pharmacological characterization of burst and neuronal RMP. Ketamine (100 μM,
10 mΜand 1 μM, Gutian Pharma Co.)5, AP5 (100 μM, Sigma)50, NBQX (10 μM,
Sigma)51, mibefradil (10 μM, Sigma)52, ZD7288 (50 μM, Tocris)53, TTX (1 μM,
Sigma)18, picrotoxin (100 μM, Sigma)50, NMDA (20 μM, Sigma)54, AMPA (1 μM,
Sigma)48 and fluoxetine (30 μM, Sigma)55,56 were used for electrophysiology. Drugs
were dissolved in water, aliquoted at 1,000×final concentration and stocked at
−80 °C before use. Recordings were performed between 3 and 6 min after whole
cell break-in. During recordings, baselines of spontaneous or rebound bursts and
RMPs were recorded for at least 3 min before drugs were perfused. The start of drug
perfusion was precisely indicated by a bubble that was added before the transition
from normal ACSF to ACSF with drug.
The effect of ketamine (100 μM) on mEPSCs was tested under voltage clamp
(the cells were held at −60 mV) in the presence of TTX (1 μM) and picrotoxin
(100 μM) in ACSF. The intracellular solution contained CsMeSO3 115 mM,
CsCl 20 mM, HEPES 10 mM, MgCl2 2.5 mM, Na2-ATP 4 mM, Na-GTP 0.4 mM,
Na-phosphocreatine 10 mM, and EGTA 0.6 mM. Data were filtered at 2 kHz
and sampled at 10 kHz using Digidata1550. The baseline was recorded for
5 min. Ketamine was then perfused for 10 min. mEPSCs were analysed from
2 to 4 min before and 5 to 7 min after the start of ketamine perfusion. Data
were analysed by Mini Analysis Program (Synaptosoft) with an amplitude
threshold of 5 pA.

In vivo electrophysiology. For in vivo recording experiments, a custom-made
microdrive array consisting of eight tetrodes (impedance 250–500 KΩ, California
fine wire)57 was implanted into the LHb (AP, −1.72 mm; ML, 0.46 mm; DV,
−2.44 mm from the brain surface) of control or CRS mice. Stainless steel wires were
attached to two screws on the skull as ground. The microdrive was secured to the
skull with dental cement. After recovery for 2 weeks, mice were allowed to adapt
to the recording headstage for 10 min per day for 2–3 days. Spontaneous spiking
activity (digitized at 40 kHz, band-pass filtered between 300 and 6,000 Hz) and LFP
(digitized at 1 kHz sampling rate, low-pass filtered up to 250 Hz) were recorded
simultaneously for 30 min during the still period of the mice in their home cages
with a gain of 5,000×. A single channel without a detectable unit was assigned
as a reference electrode. The tetrodes were lowered in steps of 70 μm after each
recording session, followed by at least a 2-day recovery. For CRS mice, data were
recorded for 30 min before and 1 h after ketamine treatment (10 mg/kg, i.p.). If mice
received a second ketamine injection, at least a 2-week interval was introduced
before the next recording session. All procedures were performed during the light
phase. The positions of the electrodes were verified by electrolytic lesions (30 μA,
10–15 s) at the end of all experiments.
Spike sorting. All waveforms recorded from each tetrode were imported in Offline
Sorter V3 (Plexon Inc.). Single units were manually identified by threshold crossing
and principal component analysis (PCA). Spikes with inter-spike interval (ISI) less
than the refractory period (1.4 ms) were excluded. Cross correlograms were plotted
to ensure that no cell was discriminated more than once on overlapping tetrodes.
Only units with a signal-to-noise ratio larger than 2 were used.
Data analysis. Data analysis was conducted by Neuroexplorer4 (Plexon Inc.) and
MATLAB. For criteria to identify in vivo bursts in the LHb, we analysed intra-spike
intervals from 120 spontaneous bursts (from 10 neurons) recorded in LHb brain
slices (Extended Data Fig. 4c). All bursts began with a maximal inter-spike interval
of 20 ms and ended with a maximal inter-spike interval of 100 ms (Extended Data
Fig. 4c). Accordingly, we defined in vivo bursting as clusters of spikes beginning
with a maximal inter-spike interval of 20 ms and ending with a maximal inter-spike
interval of 100 ms (Extended Data Fig. 4d). The minimum intra-burst interval was
set at 100 ms (Extended Data Fig. 4d) and the minimum number of spikes in a burst
was set at 2. Burst events per minute, the percentage of spike firing within bursts,
intra and inter-burst intervals and average spike numbers in a burst were analysed.
The raw LFPs were filtered between 1 and 200 Hz using a fourth-order
Butterworth filter. To measure the synchronization between spikes and local field
potential oscillations, we calculated spike-triggered averages (STAs)58,59 by averaging all LFP segments at ±300 ms around all spikes under one experimental
condition, and normalized STAs by spike number. Only STAs of spikes and LFPs
recorded from separate electrodes were used. We then quantified STAs using spikefield coherence (SFC)58,59. The spectrum of the STA (fSTA) was calculated using
the multitaper method (Chronux 2.0) with seven tapers. The average of these individual frequency spectra results in the spike triggered power (STP). The SFC was
calculated as SFC (f) = [fSTA(f)/STP(f)]. SFC in the theta band was calculated as
the average SFC in the theta frequency domain (4–10 Hz).
In vivo optetrode recordings. To validate the effects of optogenetic stimulation on
neuron firing, optetrode recording was applied oton mice injected with AAV2/9CaMKIIa-eNpHR3.0-eYFP into the LHb. Mice were anaesthetized with isoflurane (5% for induction and 1% for maintenance). An optetrode consisted of four
tetrodes and an optical fibre in the centre was lowered into the LHb (AP, −1.72 mm;
ML, 0.46 mm; DV, −2.62 mm from the brain surface). The tip of the optical fibre
was 200 μm above the tip of the tetrodes. For optical stimulation, the optical
fibre was connected to a 589 nm laser. 100 ms light pulses at 1 Hz were delivered
to evoke rebound bursting. The light intensity was identical to that used in
behavioural tests. Single units were recorded and sorted as described above.
Surgery for optogenetics. Mice (P50–80) were deeply anaesthetized and placed
in a stereotactic frame (RWD Instruments). Virus (0.1 μl) was injected into the
LHb one one side (AP, −1.72 mm from bregma; ML, ± 0.46 mm; DV, −2.62 mm
from the brain surface) using a pulled glass capillary with a pressure microinjector
(Picospritzer III, Parker) at a rate of 0.1 μl/min. The injection needle was withdrawn 10 min after the end of the injection. After surgery, mice recovered from
anaesthesia on a heat pad.
For optic fibre implantation, a 200-μm fibre-optic cannula (Plastics one) was
placed 300 μm above the centre of viral injection site, and cemented onto the skull
using dental cement.
Biophysics modelling. Our single compartment model of a LHb neuron was constructed using the following equations:

dV /dt = (Iinj − IT − IK − INa − IKleak − INaleak − IAMPA − INMDA –IGABA)/c
where V is the membrane potential and c is the capacitance of the membrane. Only
currents absolutely necessary were included in the model. Iinj is the external current
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applied to the cell; IT is the low-threshold Ca2+ current mediated by T-VSCCs; INa
and IK are the fast Na+ and K+ currents of action potentials; IKleak and INaleak are
responsible for the resting membrane potential; IAMPA, INMDA and IGABA are the
synaptic currents mediated by AMPA, NMDA and GABA receptors respectively.
See Supplementary Information for detailed formulae.
Statistical analysis. Required sample sizes were estimated on the basis of our past
experience performing similar experiments. Mice were randomly assigned to treatment groups. Analyses were performed in a manner blinded to treatment assignments in all behavioural experiments. Statistical analyses were performed using
GraphPad Prism software v6. By pre-established criteria, values were excluded
from analyses if the viral injection or drug delivery sites were out of the LHb.
All statistical tests were two-tailed, and significance was assigned at P <  0.05.
Normality and equal variances between group samples were assessed using the
D’Agostino & Pearson omnibus normality test and Brown–Forsythe tests, respectively. When normality and equal variance between sample groups was achieved,
one-way ANOVA (followed by Bonferroni’s multiple comparisons test), or t-test
were used. Where normality or equal variance of samples failed, Kruskal–Wallis
one-way ANOVA (followed by Dunn’s correction), Mann–Whitney U test, or
Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed rank test were performed. Linear regression test,
Chi-square test, Fisher’s exact test or two-way ANOVA (followed by Bonferroni’s
multiple comparisons test) were used in appropriate situations. The sample sizes,
specific statistical tests used, and main effects of our statistical analyses for each
experiment are reported in Supplementary Information Table 1.
Data availability. The data that support the findings of this study are available
from the corresponding author upon reasonable request.
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Extended Data Figure 1 | Representative ion chromatograms of
separation of ketamine by LC–MS/MS and OFT results for different
drug treatments. a, Antidepressant response to systemic ketamine
injection (25 mg kg–1, i.p.) in FST 1 h after treatment in cLH rats. n =  10,
8, 6 for wild-type rats injected with saline, cLH rats injected with saline,
and cLH rats injected with ketamine, respectively. b, c, OFT of cLH rats
after bilateral infusion of ketamine (25 μg, 1 μl each side) or mibefradil
(10 nmol, 1 μl each side; b), AP5 (40 nmol, 1 μl each side) or NBQX
(1 nmol, 1 μl each side; c) into the LHb. n = 7, 10, 6 rats (b) and 8, 9, 9
rats (c) for saline, ketamine and mibefradil, respectively. d, OFT of CRS

mice 1 h after intraperitoneal injection of saline or ethosuximide. n =  6,
9 mice for saline and ethosuximide, respectively. e–g, Representative
ion chromatograms of separation of ketamine including double blank
(e), brain calibrator spiked with 100 ng ml–1 ketamine (KET) (f) and
a habenular sample from a cLH rat bilaterally infused with 25 μg μl–1
ketamine into the LHb 1 h earlier (g). Fluvoxamine (FFSM) is used as the
internal standard. Data are mean ±  s.e.m.; *** P < 0.001, **** P < 0.0001;
n.s., not significant. One-way ANOVA (a–c), two-tailed Mann–Whitney
test and unpaired t-test (d).
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Extended Data Figure 2 | I–V relationship, input resistance and burst
duration are not changed in animal models of depression. a–d, I–V
plots (a), input resistance (b), intra-burst frequency (c) and inter-burst
frequency (d) for LHb neurons in brain slices from mice and rats. Note
that intra-burst frequency (c) but not inter-burst frequency (d) reversely
correlates with RMPs. n = 20 neurons per group, 5 wild-type and 3 cLH
rats (b); n = 53 neurons, 8 mice and 12 rats (c, d). e–i, Burst duration in
animal models of depression recorded in brain slices in vitro (e–g) and in
behaving animals in vivo (h, i). e, Representative trace of a typical burst
in an in vitro recording. It consists of a depolarizing wave and a highfrequency train of action potentials. The duration of the line indicated by
the black arrow at half-maximum amplitude of the area under the red dash

line is defined as the half width of burst duration; the duration between the
first and last shoots (intra burst spikes) within one burst is defined as the
shoot duration. f, g, Half widths of burst duration (f) and shoot duration
(g) do not differ between cLH and wild-type rats. n = 10, 20 neurons, 7
wild-type and 5 cLH rats. h, Representative trace of an LHb neuron (pink
shades indicate burst events) recorded in vivo. An enlarged view of a
typical burst on the right shows the definition of burst duration, which is
the time interval between the first and last spike within the same burst.
i, Burst duration of LHb neurons from in vivo recording do not differ
between control and CRS mice. n = 35, 33 neurons, 5 control and 5 CRS
mice. Data are mean ± s.e.m.; n.s., not significant. Two-tailed unpaired
t-test (b, f, g) and Mann–Whitney test (i).
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Extended Data Figure 3 | Chronic restraint stress induces reliable
depression-like phenotypes and increased burst firing, which can
be reversed by ketamine. a, b, CRS induces increased immobility and
decreased latency to immobility in the FST (a) and decreases sucrose
preference in the SPT (b). n = 8, 14 mice (a) and 7, 8 mice (b) for control
and CRS group, respectively. c, CRS increases locomotion in the OFT.
n = 8 mice per group. d, e, Ketamine suppresses immobility of CRS
mice in the FST (d) and increases sucrose preference (e) in CRS mice.
f, Ketamine decreases locomotion of CRS mice in the OFT. n = 8, 12 mice
(d, f) and 14, 21 mice (e) for saline and ketamine groups, respectively.
g–j, Burst firing is significantly increased in CRS mice, and this increase

is reversed by ketamine (i.p., 10 mg kg–1). g, Whole-cell patch-clamp
recording sites across different subregions of LHb in mice. h, Pie charts
illustrating the per cent abundance of the three types of LHb neurons.
i, Bar graph illustrating the percentage of burst- and tonic-type spikes in
all spikes recorded. j, Histogram of distribution of inter-spike intervals
(ISIs). n = 63, 69, 57 neurons, 4 control, saline-treated mice, 3 CRS, salinetreated mice and 5 CRS, ketamine-treated mice. Data are mean ±  s.e.m.;
*P <  0.05, **P <  0.01, ****P < 0.0001, n.s., not significant. Two-tailed
Mann–Whitney test and unpaired t-test (a– f), Chi-square test (h), Fisher’s
exact test (i).
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Extended Data Figure 4 | Ketamine suppresses LHb bursting activity
in vivo. a, Histology of recording site. Arrowhead indicates the electrical
lesion by tetrodes. b, Representative waveform clusters of two isolated
LHb units in the respective four channels of a tetrode (left) and principalcomponent analysis (PCA) clustering display of these two units (right).
c, ISIs between consecutive spikes in relation to their positions within
the burst (120 bursts from in vitro recording). d, Example recording trace
(upper) and spike train (bottom) of an irregular-firing LHb neuron from
an in vivo recording. Bursts (blue sticks) are identified by ISI method
(see Methods for details): 1, ISI to start burst; 2, ISI to end burst; 3,
inter-burst interval. e, Histogram of ISI distribution (bin, 2.5 ms) from
in vivo recording. f–i, Mean of total and tonic firing rates (f, h), intra- and

inter-burst frequencies, and number of spikes per burst (g, i) of neurons
recorded in vivo from control mice, CRS mice and CRS mice 1 h before
and after ketamine injection (i.p., 10 mg kg–1). n = 35, 33 neurons (f, g)
and 18, 18 neurons (h, i), 5 control and 5 CRS mice. j, STAs of neurons
recorded in vivo from control mice, CRS mice, and CRS mice after
ketamine injection (i.p., 10 mg kg–1). Note that the distance between the
neighbouring troughs is around 140 ms (corresponding to 7 Hz) in CRS
mice. Data are mean ±  s.e.m.; *P <  0.05, **P <  0.01, ***P <  0.001,
****P < 0.0001, n.s., not significant. Two-tailed Mann–Whitney test and
unpaired t-test (f, g), two-tailed Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed rank test
and paired t-test (h, i).
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Extended Data Figure 5 | Drug effects on NMDAR currents, RMPs and
miniature EPSCs of LHb neurons. a, Example traces showing evoked
EPSCs when cells were held at –80 mV. NMDAR EPSCs were isolated by
application of picrotoxin (100 μM) and NBQX (10 μM) in Mg2+-free ACSF,
and confirmed by AP5 (100 μM) blockade. b, Amplitudes of NMDAR
EPSCs under different voltages (EPSCs are recorded under 0 Mg2+,
picrotoxin and NBQX). Note that isolated NMDAR EPSCs are completely
blocked by AP5. c–f, Ketamine (c), AP5 (d), NBQX (e) and mibefradil
(f) do not affect RMPs of LHb neurons. n = 10 neurons, 5 rats (c); n =  17
neurons, 6 rats (d); n = 11 neurons, 6 rats (e); n = 10 neurons, 3 rats (f).

g, ZD7288 causes a small but significant hyperpolarization of LHb neurons.
n = 9 neurons, 4 rats. h, Example mEPSC traces before (black) and
after (red) perfusion of ketamine (100 μM, see Methods) measured in a
whole-cell configuration (cells were held at –60 mV) from LHb neurons.
i, j, Cumulative distribution of mEPSC amplitude (i) or mEPSC inter-events
interval and average frequency (j) of neurons before (black) or after (red)
ketamine treatment. Each line represents values before or after treatment
with ketamine from the same LHb neuron. n = 9 neurons, 2 rats. Data are
mean ±  s.e.m.; *P < 0.05, n.s., not significant. Two-tailed paired t-test.
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Extended Data Figure 6 | Voltage dependency of LHb bursts and
pharmacological manipulation of hyperpolarization-triggered rebound
bursts in LHb. a, Representative trace of an LHb neuron transformed
from bursting to tonic-firing mode with a ramp-like current injection,
showing bursting at more hyperpolarized potentials and tonic firing at
more depolarized potentials. Spikes in bursting and tonic-firing mode
are shown in blue and black, respectively. b–d, Correlations of membrane
potential with intra-burst frequency (b), burst duration (c) and intra-burst
spike number (d) generated by current ramps. n = 104 neurons, 14 rats.
e, f, Example traces of a spontaneously tonic-firing neuron transformed to

burst-firing mode by hyperpolarization (e), and a spontaneously bursting
neuron transformed to tonic-firing mode by depolarization (f).
g–k, Example traces (left) and statistics (right) showing effects of ketamine
(g), AP5 (h), mibefradil (i), ZD7288 (j) and fluoxetine (k) on rebound
bursts induced by a transient hyperpolarizing current step. Current
injection steps are illustrated under the bottom of the trace. n =  9 neurons,
2 rats (g); n = 12 neurons, 5 rats (h); n = 14 neurons, 2 rats (i); n =  8
neurons, 3 rats (j); n = 6 neurons, 2 rats (k). Data are mean ±  s.e.m.;
*P <  0.05, ****P < 0.0001, n.s., not significant. Two-tailed paired t-test.
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Extended Data Figure 7 | T-VSCC currents and RMPs of LHb neurons
in animal models of depression. a, Voltage steps used to isolate T-VSCC
currents, starting from a holding potential of −50 mV before being
increased to conditioning potential (−100 mV) for 1 s preceding the
command steps (5 mV, 0.1 Hz per step increment). b, LHb T-VSCC
currents (right column) are obtained by subtraction of recorded traces
without (left) mibefradil from those with mibefradil (10 μM, middle).
The maximum of isolated T-VSCC current is obtained at −50 mV.

c, d, No difference in LHb T-VSCC currents is detected between wild-type
and cLH rats (c) or control and CRS mice (d). n = 4 neurons per group
from 2 wild-type and 2 cLH rats (c); n = 5 neurons per group from
2 control and 2 C57 mice (d). e, f, Scatter plots showing that neuronal RMPs
are more hyperpolarized in cLH rats (e) and CRS mice (f) than in controls.
n = 45 neurons per group from 5 wild-type and 4 cLH rats (e); n =  50
neurons per group from 4 control and 3 C57 mice (f). Data are mean ±  s.e.m.;
***P <  0.001, ****P < 0.0001. Two-tailed unpaired t-test (e, f).
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Extended Data Figure 8 | Simulation of LHb neurons incorporating
T-VSCCs and NMDAR channels. a, Scheme of a single compartment
model of an LHb neuron (see Methods). b, The contribution of NMDAR
current INMDAR and T-VSCC current IT during bursts derived from
simulation. c, RMP-dependent firing mode of the LHb model neuron.
Spikes in bursting mode are shown in blue. Spikes in tonic and silent
firing mode are shown in black. d, The correlation between RMPs and
intra-burst frequencies of the LHb model neuron. e, f, Example trace (left)
and statistics (right) showing in silico effects of ketamine (set NMDAR
conductance gNMDAR =  0, e) or mibefradil (gT-VSCC =  0, f) on spontaneous
bursts in the LHb model neuron. The bursting probability was evaluated
across ten independent trials with simulated synaptic inputs. Note that
in silico knockout of NMDAR or T-VSCC current from the model abolished
the bursts, which matched experimental observations (Fig. 3a, d, 4a).
g, h, Example trace (left) and statistics (right) showing in silico effects of

NBQX (gAMPAR =  0, g) or AMPA (gAMPAR increased from 8 to 15 μS cm−2,
h) on spontaneous bursts in the LHb model neuron. n =  10 simulations
(e–h). i, An example trace summarizing the ionic components and channel
mechanisms involved in LHb bursting: hyperpolarization of neurons to
membrane potentials negative to −55 mV slowly de-inactivates T-VSCC.
IT continues to grow as the de-inactivated T-VSCCs increase, leading to
a transient Ca2+ plateau potential. The Ca2+ plateau helps remove the
magnesium blockade of NMDARs while T-VSCC inactivates rapidly
during the depolarization. After the Ca2+ plateau reaches approximately
−45 mV, INMDA dominates the driving force to further depolarize RMP
to the threshold for Na spike generation. As RMP falls back to below
−55 mV it de-inactivates IT and results in the intrinsic propensity of LHb
neurons to generate the next cycle of bursting. Data are mean ±  s.e.m.;
****P < 0.0001. Two-tailed paired t-test.
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Extended Data Figure 9 | AMPA or picrotoxin increases LHb burst
frequency. a, b, Example traces (left) and statistics (right, sampled within
3 min before and 1 min after drug application) showing effects of AMPA

(a) or picrotoxin (b) on spontaneous bursts in the LHb. n =  8 neurons,
2 rats (a); n = 6 neurons, 3 rats (b). Data are mean ±  s.e.m.; *P <  0.05,
***P < 0.001. Two-tailed paired t-test.
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Extended Data Figure 10 | Additional behavioural results of eNpHR3.0or oChIEF-based photostimulation. a, Representative trace showing that
LHb neurons can follow only the first of the five 100-Hz pulsed blue light
stimulations in a pulsed 100-Hz protocol in LHb brain slices infected with
AAV2/9-oChIEF. Percentage of responsive neurons shown on the right.
b–d, Pulsed 100-Hz photostimulation of mice expressing oChIEF does
not change locomotion in the OFT (b), and does not induce depressive
phenotypes in the FST (c) or SPT (d). n = 6, 7 mice (b, c) and 5, 5 mice (d)
for oChIEF and eGFP groups, respectively. e, Representative trace showing
LHb neurons following a 5-Hz tonic blue light stimulation protocol in
LHb brain slices infected with AAV2/9- oChIEF. Percentage of responsive
neurons shown on the right. f–h, 5-Hz photostimulation of LHb in mice
expressing oChIEF does not change locomotion in the OFT (f) and does

not induce depressive phenotypes in the FST (g) or SPT (h). n =  7, 6
mice (f); 6, 6 mice (g) and 5, 12 mice (h) for oChIEF and eGFP groups,
respectively. i, 20-Hz tonic photostimulation of the LHb in mice expressing
oChIEF does not cause RTPA. Note that this result is different from 20-Hz
optogenetic stimulation of a presynaptic input from the entopeduncular
nucleus into the LHb, which caused aversion11. n = 5, 7 mice for oChIEF
and eGFP group. j, k, eNpHR3.0-driven burst does not change speed of
movement in RTPA (j) or affect locomotion in the OFT (k). n = 11, 7 mice
(j) and 13, 21 mice (k) for NpHR and eGFP group, respectively. Data are
mean ± s.e.m.; n.s., not significant. Two-way ANOVA (b, d, f, h, k), twotailed unpaired t-test (c, g, i) and paired t-test (j).
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Experimental design

1. Sample size
Describe how sample size was determined.

Required sample sizes were estimated based on our past experience performing
similar experiments.
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2. Data exclusions
Describe any data exclusions.

Values were excluded from the analyses if the viral injection or drug delivering sites
were out of LHb.

3. Replication
Describe whether the experimental findings were
reliably reproduced.

The experiment for each experiment was successfully repeated for at least two
times.

4. Randomization
Describe how samples/organisms/participants were
allocated into experimental groups.

Animals were randomly assigned to treatment groups.

5. Blinding
Describe whether the investigators were blinded to
group allocation during data collection and/or analysis.

Analysis were performed in a manner blinded to treatment assignments in all
behavioral experiments.

Note: all studies involving animals and/or human research participants must disclose whether blinding and randomization were used.

6. Statistical parameters
For all figures and tables that use statistical methods, confirm that the following items are present in relevant figure legends (or in the
Methods section if additional space is needed).
n/a Confirmed
The exact sample size (n) for each experimental group/condition, given as a discrete number and unit of measurement (animals, litters, cultures, etc.)
A description of how samples were collected, noting whether measurements were taken from distinct samples or whether the same
sample was measured repeatedly
A statement indicating how many times each experiment was replicated
The statistical test(s) used and whether they are one- or two-sided (note: only common tests should be described solely by name; more
complex techniques should be described in the Methods section)
A description of any assumptions or corrections, such as an adjustment for multiple comparisons
The test results (e.g. P values) given as exact values whenever possible and with confidence intervals noted
A clear description of statistics including central tendency (e.g. median, mean) and variation (e.g. standard deviation, interquartile range)

See the web collection on statistics for biologists for further resources and guidance.
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Software

Policy information about availability of computer code

7. Software
Describe the software used to analyze the data in this
study.

Offline sorter V3 was used for single unit sorting. Neuroexplorer V4 and Matlab
was used for analysis of burst and synchronization. MATLAB was also used for the
simulation. GraphPad Prism software v6 was used for statistical analyses.

For manuscripts utilizing custom algorithms or software that are central to the paper but not yet described in the published literature, software must be made
available to editors and reviewers upon request. We strongly encourage code deposition in a community repository (e.g. GitHub). Nature Methods guidance for
providing algorithms and software for publication provides further information on this topic.
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Materials and reagents

Policy information about availability of materials

8. Materials availability
Indicate whether there are restrictions on availability of
unique materials or if these materials are only available
for distribution by a for-profit company.

cLH rats need permission from Fritz Henn. Other unique materials used are readily
available from the authors or commercially available.

9. Antibodies
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`

Describe the antibodies used and how they were validated No antibodies were used
for use in the system under study (i.e. assay and species).

10. Eukaryotic cell lines

`

a. State the source of each eukaryotic cell line used.

No eukaryotic cell lines were used

b. Describe the method of cell line authentication used.

N/A

c. Report whether the cell lines were tested for
mycoplasma contamination.

N/A

d. If any of the cell lines used are listed in the database
of commonly misidentified cell lines maintained by
ICLAC, provide a scientific rationale for their use.

N/A

Animals and human research participants

Policy information about studies involving animals; when reporting animal research, follow the ARRIVE guidelines

11. Description of research animals
Provide details on animals and/or animal-derived
materials used in the study.

Male cLH rats (8-16 weeks of age) and age-matched male Sprague Dawley rats
(SLAC Laboratory Animal Co., Shanghai) were used. The cLH rats were screened by
learned helpless test for breeding as previously described. Male adult (8-16 weeks
of age) C57BL/6 mice (SLAC) were used for establishing the chronic restraint stress
(CRS) depression model.
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12. Description of human research participants
Describe the covariate-relevant population
characteristics of the human research participants.

No human research participants.
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